Around 80% of global trade by volume is transported by sea, and thus the maritime transportation system is fundamental to the world economy. To better exploit new international shipping routes, we need to understand the current ones and their complex systems association with international trade. We investigate the structure of the global liner shipping network (GLSN), finding it is an economic small-world network with a trade-off between high transportation efficiency and low wiring cost. To enhance understanding of this trade-off, we examine the modular segregation of the GLSN; we study provincial-, connector-hub ports and propose the definition of gateway-hub ports, using three respective structural measures. The gateway-hub structural-core organization seems a salient property of the GLSN, which proves importantly associated to network integration and function in realizing the cargo transportation of international trade. This finding offers new insights into the GLSN's structural organization complexity and its relevance to international trade.
Introduction
Maritime transport, by far the most cost-effective way (in terms of freight cost) to the mass movement of goods and raw materials across the globe, is the backbone of international trade.
Around 80% of global trade by volume and over 70% of global trade by value are carried by sea and are handled by ports worldwide 1 . The strong nexus between maritime transport and world economy can also be seen from the high association between world's total Gross Domestic Product and global merchandise trade (i.e. merchandise imports and exports), and total goods loaded on ships (i.e., total volume of all types of goods loaded on ships): During the period from 1970 to 2016 their respective Pearson correlation coefficients reached 0.99 and 0.98, according to statistics released by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 2 . The importance of maritime transport in supporting international trade makes it indispensable to the sustainable economic development of our world [3] [4] [5] . For individual economies, access to world markets depends largely on their transport connectivity, especially as regards liner shipping (i.e., the service of transporting goods primarily by ocean-going container ships that transit regular routes on fixed schedule).
The global liner shipping network (GLSN) is a self-organized complex transportation network, as a result of world's individual liner shipping companies' service networks that widely pursue the economies of scale (i.e., the adoption of large container vessels to decrease the shipping cost at sea per cargo unit). The function of the GLSN in supporting international trade is to transport containerized cargoes between countries, which it does by shipping cargoes from port to port across the GLSN until they reach their intended destinations. Certainly, the structure of the GLSN will affect how it accomplishes this function. A fundamental theoretical hypothesis in network science is the concept that structure matters, positing that the functional outcomes of a complex networked system, at both the system level and the individual node level, depend at least in part on the network structure [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The GLSN, though having been investigated by previous studies from a network perspective [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , remains relatively rarely studied by means of innovative and advanced network science methods, which aim to underpin its complex system association with international trade. Indeed, to better exploit new international shipping routes, we need to improve understanding of the current ones (i.e., shipping routes that form the global maritime transportation) and their complex systems association with international trade, as is the aim of the present study. Scientific advancements in these directions could provide novel methodological approaches for quantifying the structural dynamics (the connectivity changes that occur along time due to modifications in liner shipping service routes) of the GLSN and their relevance to international trade. These facts give rise to the necessity of addressing a central research question of the present study: what specific topological properties does the structural organization of the GLSN present, and how the structure of this network is associated with its functional outcomes in realizing the cargo transportation of international trade? Among topological properties, the exploration of the structural-core organization is crucial because it refers to the emergence of certain hub ports that (as a cohesive core) play an important role in the structural integration of the entire network. This corresponds to a specific question in liner shipping industry: which ports are the most important hubs in the GLSN structure, because they form a core such that cargo transportation between any ports in the network can be achieved efficiently by means of them? Such question is practically relevant because one of the most important issues in individual companies' liner shipping service network design is to strategically pre-choose hub ports [17] [18] [19] . Methodologically, we pursue this particular research interest through investigating the modular community structure of the GLSN, since modular community structure is one of the most ubiquitous properties of complex networks 20 that can influence their function and structural core organization. Indeed, we bring forward an analysis to elucidate how the structural integration of a modularly segregated network is achieved via network hubs 21, 22 that resembles a core. Then, we explore the association between a new network structural measure (that we propose and term gateway-ness) and the GLSN's two functional outcomes of practical importance: individual ports' economic performance (i.e., ports' traffic capacities in liner shipping), which is at the node level; countries' international trade statuses (i.e., the international trade value of countries and the bilateral trade value between countries), which is at the system level.
Here we unveil the structural organization complexity of a recent GLSN, finding it a remarkably economical small-world network 23, 24 . We study the modular community structure of the GLSN and the related three types of network hubs (i.e., provincial, gateway, and connector hubs). We discover that the GLSN presents a gateway-hub structural core, which proves to be topologically central and important in supporting long-distance maritime transportation. The gateway-ness strongly associates with ports' economic performance, and the gateway-hub structural core (detected by virtue of the gateway-ness) strongly associates with countries' international trade statuses. Our results highlight that the gateway-hub structural core is a salient topological property of the GLSN, which facilitates the structural integration of this network and is highly relevant to the network's functional outcomes with respect to international trade. The gateway-ness adds a valuable new tool in complex modular network analysis.
Results

Data for the GLSN construction
We collected the data on world's liner shipping service routes from a leading database in liner shipping industry (see Methods). Figure 1 shows how we constructed a GLSN using such data (see Methods): each service route forms a complete graph where each port in the service route is connected to all the others; by merging all the complete graphs derived from individual service routes, we obtained a GLSN consisting of 977 nodes (i.e. ports) and 16680 edges (i.e. inter-port links).
Fig. 1 Construction of the global liner shipping network.
With the information on ports of call of world's individual liner shipping service routes, we made each service route a complete graph where any two ports in the service route were connected via an edge. By merging the complete graphs derived from all individual liner shipping service routes, we obtained the GLSN. See Methods, for details about the adopted data on world's liner shipping service routes and details about the adopted network topology representation method for GLSN construction. In (a) we show how complete graphs are derived from individual liner shipping service routes, with two examples: an Asia-Europe service route consisting of 9 ports (upper left) and an Africa-Europe service route consisting of 7 ports (upper right). In (b) we show ports of the GLSN using a geographical map (lower left) and inter-port connections using a hyperbolic layout obtained by coalescent embedding 25 (lower right). The color of nodes corresponds to the traffic capacity of ports measured in Twenty-Foot Equivalent Unit (TEU). The coalescent embedding layout clearly points out that TEU gradient is related with the radial coordinate of the hyperbolic model, therefore ports with larger TEU values are more central in the hyperbolic geometry underlying the GLSN. The coalescent embedding hyperbolic layout locates at centre the nodes that are fundamental for the efficient navigability of a complex network 26 . As such, the observed phenomenon that ports with larger TEU are more central in the hyperbolic layout means that ports with larger TEU are fundamental for the efficient navigability of the GLSN in transporting cargos traded worldwide. This suggests that ports' traffic capacity measured in TEU is indeed a meaningful indicator to be associated with international trade (as we will show in the rest of the study). Source data are provided as a Source Data file. Figure 2 summarizes the basic topological properties of the GLSN. The cumulative probability distribution of port degree (i.e., number of links a port has) is well fitted by an exponential function ( Fig. 2a ), consistent with the finding of previous work 12, 15 . A port's betweenness is defined as the fraction of shortest paths between any two ports that pass through the given port 27 ; the betweenness distribution of the GLSN presents a power-law tail ( Fig. 2b ), similar to that of air transport networks 28, 29 . Closeness centrality of a port is defined as the inverse of the average shortest path length between this port and all other ports 30 ; more than 80 percent ports are of closeness centrality larger than 0.333 ( Fig. 2c ), indicating that cargo transportation between these ports and others can be realized with transshipment no more than twice, on average. Assortativity 31 measures the tendency that ports with high degrees may connect randomly or they may connect preferentially to one another (see Methods); the GLSN exhibits a neutral assortativity (= -0.024), i.e. the average degree of a port's neighbors is independent of the port's degree. Localcommunity-paradigm correlation (LCP-corr) 32 examines the tendency of local community organization around links, i.e., the extent to which the common neighbor ports between the two end ports of any given link are connected with each other (see Methods); the GLSN displays a local community paradigm organization (LCP-corr = 0.97), similar to air transport networks 32 . The GLSN is a small-world network, with an average shortest path length of 2.671 and an average clustering coefficient of 0.713; small-world-ness is confirmed by two tests of Humphries et al 33 and Telesford et al 34 (see Methods) . Path length is the minimum number of edges that must be traversed to go from one port to another, and clustering coefficient quantifies the number of connections that exist between the nearest neighbors of a port as a proportion of the maximum number of possible connections 8 .
Basic topological properties and economic small-world-ness
We further investigated the economic small-world-ness properties of the GLSN (see Methods).
Many real-life small-world networks (e.g., brain networks, communication networks and transportation networks) are found to be economic, in that their network configurations support high global and local efficiency with low writing cost 23, 24 . For spatially embedded networks, efficiency in the flow transfer between a pair of ports is defined as the reciprocal of the shortest distance between them (i.e. the smallest sum of the physical distance throughout all the possible paths between them). Global efficiency of the GLSN is calculated as the average efficiency of all pairs of nodes in the network. Local efficiency of a port is calculated as the global efficiency of the subnetwork consisting of all the neighbors of this port, and the local efficiency of the GLSN is the mean over all ports' local efficiencies. Cost of building up the GLSN is the sum of the cost for individual connections, assumed to be proportional to the physical length (here measured by real nautical distance 35 ). We found the GLSN configuration remarkably economic: its global efficiency and local efficiency respectively reach 82.7% (p < 0.001, testing against a configuration null model) and 93.2% (p < 0.001, testing against a configuration null model) of the ideal case of network configuration (i.e. all ports are connected with each other), but its wiring cost only accounts for 1.5% (p < 0.001, testing against a configuration null model) of the ideal case; for details about the statistical significance test, see Supplementary Note 1. More discussions about the associated meaning of the above properties of the GLSN can be found as Supplementary Note 2. iterations passing the test) (black dash line). The average closeness centrality of the GLSN (i.e., 0.382) is close to that of an equivalent random graph (i.e., 0.440, mean across 1000 iterations). The bottom panel (d) presents the average port degree <K>, average shortest path length <L>, average clustering coefficient <C>, degree assortativity coefficient and local-community-paradigm correlation (LCP-corr). To confirm these basic topological properties of the GLSN, we repeated the analysis by using the liner shipping service routes data of 2017. The results for the GLSN of 2017 are consistent with the present results for the GLSN of 2015 ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
Multiscale modularity and hubs diversity
Multiscale modular structure
Modular community structure is one of the most ubiquitous properties of complex networks 38 . Many real-life complex systems have the property of multiscale modularity (or hierarchical modularity), and there are several general advantages to modular and hierarchically modular network organization, including greater robustness, adaptivity and evolvability of network function 39 . We report the GLSN is self-organized into a multiscale modular structure: modules can be further divided into respective sets of submodules ( Fig. 3a ), except for one small module which covers the geographical area mainly consisting of Greenland and Iceland. The division of port communities is based on a criterion of modularity maximization 20 . And we adopted an algorithm of fast unfolding communities in large networks 40 , to search for an optimal partition that maximizes the modularity (Q). This algorithm might miss some small structures, but at large scale can be trusted 41 . The seven upper-module port communities in the GLSN are observed to be spatially compact and to correspond to geographically neighboring regions ( Fig. 3b ), demonstrating the relevance of the method in this case. However, boundaries of port communities are not simply defined by a continental division but are also related with maritime circulation effect such as land mass bottlenecks and interoceanic canal constraints.
The modular structure of the GLSN seems to reflect the contemporarily parallel trends of regionalization and globalization of international trade and economy 11, 42 ; the OD matrix in Fig. 3b clearly shows the intra-regional concentration of global seaborne trade flows, meanwhile trade between different regional markets can be seen from the existence of a few inter-module links. In the GLSN long-range links are relatively few and mainly appear as inter-module ones ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ), as are the case of many spatial networks (see Supplementary Note 3 for a brief discussion). 
Hubs diversity
With the division of port communities, we then assigned network roles to individual ports based on the pattern of intra-community and inter-community links. We hypothesized that the role of a node can be determined, to a great extent, by its connectivity pattern 43 , and thus defined three different types of hub roles (see Methods): provincial hubs, gateway hubs, and connector hubs.
Provincial hubs refer to ports with inside-module degree (Z) 43 at least 1.5 standard deviations above the community means; Z measures how "well-connected" a port is with others in the module. Gateway hubs refer to ports with outside-module degree (B) at least 1.5 standard deviations above the community means; B measures how "well-connected" a port is with others outside the module. Connector hubs refer to ports with participation coefficient (P) 43 at least 0.7; P measures how "equally distributed" the connections of a port are over all other modules outside of its own. These three indicators help explore a crucial question: regardless of ports' disparity in many aspects such as physical conditions, hinterland economies and socio-political environments, do ports present some similarities of connectivity patterns in the structure of the GLSN? Figure 4 shows the Z, B, and P values for each port, calculated in contexts of both modular communities and submodular communities. But for clarity, in the following analysis we focus on interpreting the results for the modular communities (hereinafter shortened to communities); in a similar way, it should be easy to understand results for the submodular communities. The fractions of provincial hubs, gateway hubs and connector hubs are 8.3%, 6.6% and 6.6% respectively, with 87.1% of the ports being non-hubs. As indicated in Fig. 5 , 95.3% of those gateway hubs are also with at least another type of hub role: 29.7% of them are provincial hubs, 32.8% connector hubs, and the rest 32.8% both provincial hubs and connector hubs. Particularly, those ports that simultaneously serve as provincial hubs, gateway hubs and connector hubs concentrate greatly in the world's major trading regions of East Asia, Northwest Europe, North America and Europe Mediterranean. Indeed, port development is essentially related with the development of regional economy and international trade 44 . By contrast, 49.4% of the provincial hubs and 32.8% of the connector hubs turned out to be without any other type of hub roles ( Fig. 5 ). Hence, it seems to be a plausible conjecture that ports with gateway-hub roles are of significant importance in the structural integration of the GLSN, as we will analyze in the next section. 
Gateway-hub structural core
Defining structural core
To quantify the possibly existent phenomenon of structural-core organization, a structural core of the GLSN is defined as a set of hub ports that meet the following two criteria: (1) this set should consist of the largest number of the most important hub ports that form a subgraph of high density (i.e. the proportion of actual links in the maximum possible number of links); and (2) this set should contain at least one hub port from each modular community in the network. Here, we considered a density threshold of 0.8 (which is heuristically a sufficiently high density) and three types of hub ports defined heuristically above: provincial hubs (i.e. ports with ≥ 1.5), gateway hubs (i.e. ports with ≥ 1.5), and connector hubs (i.e. ports with ≥ 0.7). Such a definition is practically useful, because it allows one to identify a unique structural core (if exists) under a given threshold of connectivity density and a given definition of hub ports. See Supplementary Note 4
for a discussion of the rationale behind the structural core definition.
We detected such a structural core consisting of 37 gateway hubs ( Fig. 6a ), but not detected any structural core based on either provincial hubs ( Fig. 6b ) or connector hubs (Fig. 6c ). The detected gateway-hub structural core of the real GLSN is statistically significant (p < 0.001): the probability to detect the same structural core in a null configuration of the GLSN -which is generated by randomly rewiring the links in the real GLSN while keeping the nodes' degrees-is lower than 0.001 ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). The detection of the gateway-hub structural core (along with the related findings) is insensitive to the variance of Louvain algorithm performance across 1000 runs (Supplementary Note 5).
The GLSN and its detected structural core are also shown in the hyperbolic space ( Fig. 7) , and one can notice that the structural core is indeed at the center not only of the network topology but also of the hidden network geometry. Most of these ports in the structural core, as presented in Fig. 7b , are global hubs from major economies, e.g. European ports of Antwerp, Hamburg and Rotterdam, Asian ports of Shanghai, Busan, Singapore, Ningbo-Zhoushan, Hong Kong and Shenzhen, and North American ports of Houston and Savannah. It is worth mentioning that, the structural core also includes a few gateway-hub ports which are relatively small at the global level but of fundamental importance to the development of their own regions in the wider context of global economy. One extreme example is the port of Reykjavik, which serves as the main gateway for transporting commodity cargo to and from the small and remote port community that mainly corresponds to the geographical area of Iceland and Greenland. Interestingly, such phenomenon of structural-core organization was also found at the submodular level (Supplementary Note 6): within the contexts of respective modules, there exist such structural cores consisting of a few submodular gateway hubs but not any structure cores based on either submodular provincial hubs or submodular connector hubs. . Then, we could evaluate whether any of the three sets meet the criterion (2) . It turned out that only the set of ports of ≥ 2.43 met this criterion and thus constituted a structural core of the GLSN, while the other two sets did not.
Modules are indicated by color. Pseudocode of the algorithm for structural core detection is available in Supplementary Note 7. The detected gateway-hub structural-core is at the center of the hyperbolic layout. Nodes at the center of this layout are crucial to support the efficient navigability of a complex network 26 . From a previous analysis we know that these nodes at the center have also larger TEU (as presented in fig. 1b ), this indicates that the gateway-hub structural core is indeed mainly composed by ports with larger TEU that are fundamental for efficient navigability of the network. Therefore, structural-core ports are important candidates to be associated with international trade (as we will analyse in the next section). In order to be sure that the hyperbolic representation is meaningful and the community separation is significantly and properly represented in the hyperbolic layout, we computed an index of angular separation of the communities (ASI) 45 in respect to the worst scenario in which the nodes of each community are equidistantly distributed over the circumference. This index is in the range [0,1]: 0 indicates the worst case and 1 indicates perfect angular separation. For the provided embedding the ASI is 0.7, which represents a good angular separation of the communities in the embedding space and is statistically significant with a p_value < 0.001 (see Supplementary Fig. 4 for details on the statistical test).
Topological centrality of the structural core
Intuitively, a valid structural core of a complex network should be topologically central in the entire network. Therefore, we first investigated the topological centrality of individual structuralcore ports based on three basic node centrality measures (i.e. degree, betweenness and closeness), finding that all the 37 structural-core ports rank higher than the top 10th percentile by each measure ( Supplementary Table 1 ).
Then, topological centrality of the identified structural core, as a whole, is measured by the percentage of shortest paths between any two non-core ports in the GLSN that pass through the core by node and by link, respectively. This measure was inspired by geodesic node betweenness centrality. The basic idea is that, for transportation networks, core network components (i.e., nodes or edges) are used relatively frequently, which can be quantified by a betweenness centrality or a similar diagnostic, as compared with other components in the network; for more extensive discussion, see 46 . We report that, the percentage of the number of shortest paths that pass through at least one of the core ports, normalized to the number of all shortest paths among the non-core ports, reaches as high as 84.22% (p < 0.001); and the percentage of the number of shortest paths that pass through at least one core connection is 24.65% (p < 0.001). To test the statistical significance of the results, we randomly selected 1000 sets of ports corresponding in size to the number of ports contained in the structural core and traced all shortest paths between ports outside this set, getting the respective percentage value for each set by node and by link and computing a one-side p_value as the percentage of random situations greater than or equal to the empirical case. In random situations, the maximum, minimum, and mean percentage values by node are 34.95%, 1.33%, and 9.35% (SD = 4.57%), respectively; and that by link are 2.32%, 0.00%, and 0.21% (SD = 0.27%), respectively.
Core connections support long-distance transportation
As ports of the GLSN were divided into structural-core and non-structural-core ports, edges were naturally categorized into three topological types ( Fig. 8a) : core connections linking structural-core ports, feeder connections linking structural-core ports and non-structural-core ports, and local connections linking non-structural-core ports. Statistical analysis revealed the significant importance of core connections in supporting long-distance maritime transportation.
First, core connections themselves tend to be longer than feeder and local connections ( Fig. 8b) . Measured by real nautical distance 35 When looking at the shipping distance for cargo transportation among all the non-core ports in the GLSN (Fig. 8c ), we found 16.7% of the total shipping distance-measured by the distance along the edges of their shortest paths-is taken up by core connections. As core connections only account for 3.2% of the total number of inter-port connections in the GLSN, it makes a ratio of distance fraction to the connection fraction to be 5.2, relative to 1.7 and 0.4 for feeder connections and local connections, respectively. When considering those shortest paths that pass through the structural core (i.e. travelling across at least one core connection), the proportion of shipping distance taken up by core connections reaches 62.0%, and that by feeder and local connections 33.4% and 4.6%, respectively. between the two ports, and shipping distance of any port pair is the sum of geographical length of edges along the shortest path. (b) Ratios of length percentage to link percentage for core connections, feeder connections and local connections, respectively. (c) Percentages of core connections, feeder connections and local connections in the total shipping distance of all shortest paths between non-core ports (Left), and of shortest paths between non-core ports which travel through the structural core (Right). To better understand those three types of connections related with the structural-core organization of the GLSN, one is encouraged to refer to the hub-and-spoke service network configuration (Hu and Zhu, 2009) 14 that is widely adopted by world liner shipping carriers in practice. The hub-and-spoke configuration is illustrated in the Supplementary Fig. 5 . In addition, we estimated the physical length of an inter-port connection as the great-circle distance based on ports' geographical locations of latitude and longitude, and then repeated the analysis. We found all the results reported here remain almost invariant (Supplementary Note 8).
Structural embeddedness and economic performance of ports
A central goal of network theorizing is to connect network properties with outcome of integrated systems 8, 9, 47 , whether at the node or the whole network level. Particularly, one fundamental hypothesis of structure-function relations holds that, the functional outcome of a node is at least partly determined by how it is embedded or positioned in the network structure 10, 48 .
The structural hole theory of Burt 49 posits that, a "network player" (i.e. a node) embedding within a sparse network of disconnected contacts is in an advantageous network position due to better access to heterogeneous information, and thus gain better economic outcomes.
As such, we are interested to test the relatedness between ports' economic performance and various patterns of structural embeddedness. That is, in spite of individual differences in other factors (e.g. geographical and political factors), we would expect that structurally similar ports would have similar economic performance. Here we measured the economic performance of individual ports by the traffic capacity in Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit (hereinafter shortened to capacity) deployed by world liner shipping carriers, which are ground-truth data derived from the database. Such economic performance of a port certainly reflects the port's function in realizing the cargo transportation across the GLSN. The various patterns of structural embeddedness considered here are quantified by the following topological indicators. Specifically, degree (i.e. no. of connections) describes a node's centrality in the simplest way based on local information. And the three topological indicators of outside-module degree, inside-module degree and participation coefficient quantify three respective patterns of local embeddedness: gateway-ness, provincialness, and connector-ness. Betweenness, which measures a node's access to the structural holes in the entire network, quantifies the extent to which a node is embedded into the global structure of the network.
We found all indicators showed significantly positive correlations with port capacity and their correlations held well when we controlled for port community (Table 1 ). The finding that degree performs better than (or at least as good as) betweenness is interesting. Different from nodes in many other real-life complex networks where more connections do not necessarily mean better outcome 47 , in the case of container port development within the context of the GLSN, it seems that the more connections a port has the more traffic capacity it will get. This finding indicates that local embeddedness may be an important factor for port economic performance.
Then we compared the three specific patterns of local embeddedness, finding the port capacity most strongly correlated with the gateway-ness, moderately correlated with the provincial-ness, and weakly correlated with the connector-ness. Such results suggest that, for the development of an individual port, adding connections with ports outside its own modular community would help it attract more traffic capacity from liner shipping companies than adding connections within its own modular community, regardless of how the added outside-module connections are distributed among different modular communities. It is worth mentioning that how many and which kind of connections can be added to any given port largely depends on market factors such as shipping companies' port choice and port competition.
We further characterized the gateway-ness by comparing it to the rich-club coefficient, which is a degree-based topological indicator of the rich-club effect in a network (i.e., a tendency for highdegree nodes to be more densely connected among themselves than nodes of a lower degree). The rich-club coefficient quantifies a special pattern of local embeddedness. Specifically, we adopted the unnormalized version ( ) originally proposed in reference 50 to calculate ports' rich-club coefficients in the GLSN ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ). It turned out that the Pearson correlation coefficient between the rich-club coefficient-should it be normalized or not-and port capacity was significantly lower than that between the gateway-ness and port capacity (Table 1) . And the structural core is not the same as any possible rich club of the GLSN ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). as well as separately for ports in individual communities (i.e., C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7). C5 is the smallest module that consists of a few ports with similar degree and capacity (and cannot be further divided into submodules). ** indicates p_value < 0.001, * indicates p_value < 0.01.
Structural core and international trade
Finally, we examined the extent to which the detected structural core of the GLSN is associated with this network's functional outcomes at the system level: the international trade statuses of countries. Specifically, we consider two GLSN topological indicators for countries: the liner shipping connectivity (LSC) of a country, defined as the number of all connections between ports of this country and ports of all other countries in the world; and the bilateral liner shipping connectivity (BLSC) of a country pair, defined as the number of all inter-port connections between the two countries. And we consider two international trade indicators for countries: the international trade value (ITV) of a country and the bilateral trade value (BTV) of a country pair, both sourced from the UN Comtrade database (https://comtrade.un.org/data/). Note that maritime countries altogether account for about 93% of international trade in terms of value. Results show that the two trade indicators are significantly and highly correlated with the respective topological indicators, with the Pearson correlation coefficient between the international trade value and the liner shipping connectivity being 0.88 (Fig. 9a, black bar) and that between the bilateral trade value and the bilateral liner shipping connectivity being 0.52 (Fig. 9b, black bar) .
To further investigate the association between the structural-score ports and countries' international trade statuses, we then recomputed: the liner shipping connectivity (LSC) of a country considering for each country only the interactions that its structural-core ports have with ports of all other countries; the bilateral liner shipping connectivity (BLSC) of a country pair, considering only those connections involving structural-core ports (i.e., at least one end-node of a connection is a structural-core port). For comparison, we also recomputed: the liner shipping connectivity (LSC) of a country considering for each country only the interactions that its non-structural-core ports have with ports of all other countries; the bilateral liner shipping connectivity (BLSC) of a country pair, considering only those connections involving non-structural-core ports (i.e., two end-nodes of a connection are both non-structural-core ports).
We report that, for individual countries, the Pearson correlation coefficient between the number of structural-core connections and the international trade value arrives at 0.86 (p < 0.001) ( Fig. 9a, red bar) , almost equivalent to that between the number of all connections (which defines the liner shipping connectivity of a country) and the international trade value (Fig. 9a , black bar).
By contrast, the Pearson correlation coefficient between the number of non-structural-core connections and the international trade value is only 0.64 (p < 0.001) ( Fig. 9a, green bar) . For country pairs, the Pearson correlation coefficient between the number of structural-core connections and the bilateral trade value reaches 0.58 (p < 0.001) ( Fig. 9b, red bar) , even slightly higher than that between the number of all connections (which defines the bilateral liner shipping connectivity of a country pair) and the bilateral trade value (Fig. 9b, black bar) . By contrast, the Pearson correlation coefficient between the number of non-structural-core connections and the bilateral trade value is only 0.33 (p < 0.001) ( Fig. 9b, green bar) . These results suggest that the detected structural core of the GLSN is indeed of great relevance to international trade, because its topological indicators of countries' connectivity offer a performance of correlation with countries' international trade indicators that is comparable with the performance the entire network can offer and is significantly better than the performance that can be offered by either the non-structural-core ports ( Fig. 9a-b , green bar) or the randomly selected structural cores ( Fig.  9a-b , gray bar).
Fig. 9 Correlation between the GLSN topological indicators and international trade indicators of countries. In panel (a) we show for countries the Pearson correlation coefficients between
international trade value (ITV) and # all (inter-port) connections with all other countries in the world (black bar); between ITV and # SC connections (structural-core connections, those between a country's structural-core ports and ports of other countries), red bar; and between ITV and # NSC connections (non-structural-core connections, those between a country's non-structural-core ports and ports of other countries), green bar. In panel (b) we show for country pairs the Pearson correlation coefficients between the bilateral trade value (BTV) and # all (inter-port) connections between the two countries (black bar); between BTV and # SC connections (structural-core connections, those with at least one end-node of the connection being a structural-core port), red bar; and between BTV and # NSC connections (non-structural-core connections, those with two end-nodes of the connection being both non-structural-core ports), green bar. We test the statistical significance of the results reported for SC connections (red bar), by randomly selecting 1000 sets of ports corresponding in size to the number of ports contained in the structural core (which is 37) and repeating for each random set of ports the same analysis as we did for the detected structural core. Gray bars show the averages of 1000 random cases, and error bars report the standard errors. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
Discussion
The analysis of the gateway-hub structural core provides quantitative findings on the structural organization complexity of the GLSN, which remain robust when using another dataset on world's liner shipping service routes in the year 2017 ( Supplementary Note 9) . In particular, the finding on the strong and positive association between the structural-core organization of the GLSN and countries' international trade statuses, for the first time, quantifies the relatedness between the network structure of a global maritime transportation system and international trade. Such quantification contributes to wider literature on maritime economics and international trade that pursues understanding how and the extent to which the factors regarding global maritime transportation systems can explain, and may influence, trade between countries and/or individual countries' trade with the rest of the world [3] [4] [5] 53 . From the perspective of maritime transportation practices, the finding that a few gatewayhub ports form a cohesive structural core of the entire GLSN and support long-distance maritime transportation across the network improves our understanding of the structural organization complexity of the GLSN. The GLSN emerges as the union of individual companies' liner shipping service networks. In a competitive market environment, a good knowledge of the gateway-hub structure-core of the GLSN helps liner shipping companies better design their own hub-and-spoke service networks (the most prevalent configuration for designing liner shipping service networks), especially regarding the choice of hub ports' locations 18, 19 . The hub-and-spoke network configuration is also widely adopted in the design of many other transportation, distribution, and infrastructure systems (e.g., air transportation, railway transportation, and telecommunication systems); indeed, one of the most crucial and general issues in designing such network configuration is to strategically select hub nodes and well understand how the selected hub nodes can serve as transshipment and switching points to improve the overall efficiency and economy of flow transportation in the entire network 17 . The gateway-hub structural-core organization discovered in the GLSN therefore provides new insights to transport literature that aims at better understanding and designing hub-and-spoke networks for various transportation systems.
From the point of view of network analysis, our study offers new tools to investigate the interface between network structure and functional outcomes 7, 43, 48, 54, 55 in real-world networked systems. We provide novel evidences in support of a pivotal theoretical notion of network cartography: networks are formed by nodes with functional network-specific roles. The pioneer scheme of network node-role assignment introduced by Guimerà and Amaral 43,54 classifies nodes for modular networks into topological roles based on two statistics (i.e. inside-module degree and participation coefficient), and has witnessed a great success in its application to analysis of various networks (e.g. protein-protein interaction networks 56 and brain networks 57 ). Unlike these networks, however, here we discover that the GLSN is primarily affected by neither the ports with high insidemodule degrees nor the ports with high participation coefficients. Rather, the GLSN functionality significantly depends on ports with high outside-module degrees, which we term gateway hubs. Our work suggests that network-specific node-roles could vary across different types of networks; indeed, the GLSN analysis benefits more from gateway hubs than previously defined types of hubs.
As we have illustrated, the gateway-hub role with its formal definition provides one example that is worth further attention, which might also be applicable to the node-role analysis of other kinds of modular networks.
The topological property termed gateway-hub structural core brings new insights into the complexity of the modular structural organization of real-world networks, in terms of how the individually segregated modules in such complex modular networks are integrated as a whole via a few hub nodes. Indeed, modular community structure is one of the most ubiquitous properties of complex networks 38 ; many networks of interest in the sciences, including social networks, computer networks, and metabolic and regulatory networks, are found to divide naturally into communities or modules. Segregation and integration in networks with such modular structure has been widely discussed, and is considered fundamentally important for understanding how complex networked systems fulfill their functions 21, 22 . Specifically, segregation can be seen from the existence of individual modular communities that are defined by high density of connectivity among members of the same community and low density of connections between members of different communities. Integrative processes in networks can be viewed from at least two different perspectives, one based on the efficiency of global communication and another on the ability of the network to integrate distributed information. And the integration of a network relies in large part on network hubs, i.e., a few nodes that are highly mutually connected and highly central in the topological structure of the network. Then one crucial starting step to address such integration processes is to identify special classes of network hubs, which can be defined on a number of criteria. As shown here, in the GLSN such hub nodes form a gateway-hub structural core of ports that proves to be greatly important in the integration of the GLSN and highly associated to the network's functional outcomes.
The underlying mechanisms that govern the emergence of the gateway-hub structural-core organization in the GLSN cannot be answered in the present study. But two preliminary understandings are: it seems to be affected by the unique constraints regarding the number of liner shipping routes, the physical geography of the earth, and the economy of liner shipping service network configuration (see Supplementary Note 10); and it is not the same as small-world scaling ( Supplementary Note 11) . Nevertheless, we emphasize that the topological indicator termed gateway-ness, which is for the first time proposed and formalized in a mathematical formula in the present study, adds an analytical tool in complex network analysis and is applicable to modular networks in general (including various transportation and spatial networks). For the GLSN, the analysis based on gateway-ness leads to empirical findings on the structural-core organization of the network.
One limitation of existing studies of GLSN that are based on liner shipping service routes data at the global level, including the present study, is the lack of longitudinal analyses of the GLSN structure due to the current limited open access availability of such longitudinal data. It would be worthwhile investigating how the structural organization of the GLSN had evolved over time and how the evolution of the GLSN structure interplays with the development of international trade.
For future studies, analyses that include actual seaborne trade volume could help assess the extent to which gateway-hub ports show unique properties in freight transportation volume between local connections and core connections. This would enhance our understanding of how liner shipping patterns in practice correlate with the connectivity structure of the global maritime shipping network. Furthermore, additional research will be required to understand the impact of the GLSN structure on international trade; in particular, establishing the causal influence mechanisms underlying the observed correspondence between the GLSN's structural-core organization and international trade may require additional longitudinal network and economic data and as well as methods on causal inference.
Methods
Data on liner shipping service routes
In this study, the global liner shipping network was derived from service routes data of world shipping companies in the year 2015. We collected the required data from a leading database in the liner shipping industry, Alphaliner (https://www.alphaliner.com/). The data in total includes 1622 liner shipping service routes with detailed information about port rotation of each service route. Port rotation of a liner shipping service route refers to the list of ports that a container ship consecutively calls at during the voyage from the port of origin to the port of destination. The data avoids taking account of any other port-calling activities unrelated with cargo loading and unloading, and thus it guarantees a high-level relevance to world seaborne trade. By aggregating the service route data of at least world's top 100 liner shipping companies (altogether accounting for more than 92% of the world's total liner shipping capacity), the Alphaliner database also provides the information on the traffic capacity (measured in Twenty-Foot Equivalent Unit, TEU) deployed on each existing liner shipping service route in the world, and thus it offers us a good opportunity to define an inter-port network at the global level along with the valuable information on individual ports' traffic capacities. Note that the traffic capacity of a port (abbreviated as port capacity), defined as the total capacity of all the individual liner shipping service routes that the port is involved in, is an important indicator evaluating port economic performance in global liner shipping markets.
Previous studies had used two types of shipping data to construct liner shipping networks: container vessels' movement trajectory data 11, 12 and liner shipping service routes data 13, 14 . The two types of data are by nature very different: the former are container vessels' voyage data logs, which can be known only after voyages are completed; the latter are service schedule data, which are regular and are known much earlier than making voyages. Both types of data have merits and are useful for analyzing different research topics. However, regarding the particular topic that is (for the first time) investigated in the present study (i.e., the association between the structure of the global liner shipping network and international trade), liner shipping service routes data are more suitable than container vessels' movement trajectory data, due to the following facts of liner shipping. There in fact exists a unique property of liner shipping, which does not exist in any other maritime shipping mode: shipping companies always pre-fix liner shipping service routes, including the end-point ports and multiple other ports between them and the vessels deployed; vessels go back and forth on such pre-fixed service routes. The information of this unique property is precisely contained in liner shipping service routes data but is lost in container vessels' movement trajectory data; regarding the trajectory data, one cannot know the two end-point ports of a service route and thus loses the information on the unique property of liner shipping. Indeed, the unique property of pre-fixed routes makes liner shipping service essentially different from other modes of maritime shipping services, in the sense that it does not just simply serve the demand of international trade but also could potentially influence the demand of international trade between countries. As the economic theory of induced traffic demand 58 posits, increased transportation capacity can stimulate extra traffic demand. Note that, in industry practice, shipping companies always pre-release their liner shipping service routes, which in many cases could be even one year prior to making voyages.
Network topology representation method for GLSN construction
To further illustrate the adopted method of GLSN construction, it is worth mentioning the socalled concept of space L and P 59,60 that has been used in many transport network studies to properly represent the topology of transport networks. In space L, a link between two nodes exists if they are consecutive stops on a same route; in space P, a link between two nodes means that there is a single route connecting them. Consequently, the node degree in space-L topology is just the number of directions one can take from a given node, and the node degree in space-P topology indicates the total number of nodes reachable to a given node by using a single route 59 . Both of the two methods of network topology representation have been adopted in maritime transportation network research 11, 14 , and the methodological choices depend on specific research focuses. The present study emphasizes the fact that cargo between any two ports on a same service route can be transported via a single ship, which is indeed important information contained in liner shipping service routes data. Such information will be precisely kept in a network representation of space-P but will be lost in that of space-L. Therefore, a GLSN topology was constructed here in space-P.
Network assortativity
Ports with high degree may connect randomly or they may connect preferentially to one another. We examined the degree correlation of inter-port connections in the GLSN by computing the assortativity, r, which is defined as the Pearson correlation coefficient of the degrees at endpoints of an edge 31 . It is calculated as follows:
where and are degrees of the nodes at either end of a link and < > represents the average over all links. It varies between -1 and 1: For r > 0 the network is assortative, for r < 0 the network is disassortative, and for r = 0 the network is neutral. If a network's assortativity is positive, hub nodes tend to be connected with other hubs, and vice versa.
Small-world-ness evaluation
The small-world-ness 33, 34 was proposed for the characterization of a given network as smallworld, meaning that it exhibits a high average clustering coefficient and a low characteristic path length 8 . It relies on comparing a given network with an equivalent random network and lattice network on the basis of the average clustering coefficient (which is a local measure) and the characteristic path length (which is a global measure). A coefficient called 'σ' for characterizing small-world networks was introduced by Humphries et al 33 . To calculate this measure, the average clustering coefficient C and characteristic path length L of the network are compared to and of an equivalent random network with the same node degree distribution, obtaining the small-world coefficient:
A condition for a network to exhibit small-world-ness is that the characteristic path length should be close to that of an equivalent random network, ≈
. Meanwhile, the average clustering coefficient should be close to that of an equivalent lattice network, which also implies that C should be much higher than that of an equivalent random network, ≫
. These boundary conditions, if met, restrict the value of > 1 for small-world networks. The problem with this coefficient is that even small variations in the already low value of the average clustering coefficient for random networks, , significantly influence the value of the ratio ⁄ . To overcome this problem, a new robust measure was introduced by Telesford et al 34 , which is called ' '. The characteristic path length L is compared to of an equivalent random network and the average clustering coefficient C is compared to of an equivalent lattice network, obtaining the small-world coefficient:
Note that is not considered, therefore this measure neglects its fluctuations. Since the boundary conditions for small-world-ness are ≈ and ≈ , the values of are expected to be close to 0 in small-world networks. The equation suggests that the typical range for the coefficient is ∈ [−1,1], with positive values representing a network closer to a random one ( ≈ and ≪ ), and negative values representing a network closer to a lattice ( ≫ and ≈
).
According to the test suggested by Humphries et al 33 , the GLSN is small-world: for the GLSN the coefficient = 2.892, and the criteria is that networks with > 1 are small-word. When applying the test proposed by Telesford et al 34 , the GLSN is also found to be small-world: for the GLSN the coefficient = 0.009, and the criteria is that the value of is expected to be close to 0 in small-world networks.
Economic small-world-ness evaluation
For real-world systems one would expect the efficiency of the underlying network structure to be higher as the number of edges increases, but the cost for the network construction also rises since there is a price to pay for number and physical length of edges. A network is economic smallworld if it has high global and local efficiency and low cost 24 : efficient in information propagation at both global and local levels but nevertheless "cheap" to build. Based on indicators of global efficiency ( ), local efficiency ( ) and cost ( )-all defined in the range from 0 to 1-the economic small-world property of a network structure can be quantitatively analyzed. For spatially embedded networks, ϵ , the efficiency in propagating information between two nodes i and j, is assumed to be inversely proportional to the shortest path distance between them (i.e. the smallest sum of the physical distance throughout all the possible paths, ); ϵ = 1⁄ ∀i, j. The global efficiency of a network structure ( ) is defined as the average efficiency of all the node pairs in the network, normalized by that in an ideal case of network configuration where all nodes are connected with each other. It is calculated as follows:
where ( ) and E( ) represent the efficiency of the real network structure and the ideal case, respectively; the latter has all the possible edges among the nodes and supports a highest efficiency in information propagation, as = ∀i, j. is the geographical distance between the two nodes.
The local efficiency of a network structure ( ) is characterized by evaluating for each individual node i the efficiency of , the subgraph consisting of the neighbors of i. It is defined as follows:
where ( ) is the efficiency of the subgraph of the neighbors of i, and ( ) that of the ideal case for the subgraph where all neighbors of i are mutually connected.
In parallel, cost of building up a network structure ( ) is the sum of the cost of all individual connections, normalized by the cost of an ideal case of network configuration (i.e. all nodes are connected with each other). The cost for a connection between nodes i and j is assumed to be proportional to the geographical length, , which, in the case of the inter-port connection, is the real nautical distance 35 . It is calculated as follows:
where ( ) and ( ) represent the cost for the real network structure and the ideal case, respectively. equals 1 if nodes i and j are connected, and 0 otherwise.
Local community paradigm organization
The local-community-paradigm is a general brain-network-inspired theory proposed to justify the process of topological-based link-growth and link-formation both in monopartite complex networks 32 and bipartite complex networks 61 . It was also employed in the domain of neuroplasticity 62 and creation of memory associated with pain by means of network rewiring in the rat's brain. The LCP theory finds also a practical application in one of the most intriguing topics of applied network science: the link prediction problem, which refers to modelling the intrinsic laws that govern network organization and growth 32, 61 .
According to LCP, several real-world complex networks have a structural organization consisting of many local communities that, similarly to the brain, favour local signalling activity, which in turn promotes the development of new connections within those local communities. This idea was inspired by the famous assumption behind Hebbian learning, a hypothesis proposed by the psychologist Donald Olding Hebb during the late 40s: neurons that fire together wire together. Cannistraci et al. noticed that the network topology plays a crucial role in isolating cohorts of neurons in functional modules that can naturally and preferentially perform local processing. The reason is that the local-community organization of the network topology creates a physical and structural 'energy barrier' (a topological gap between distinct communities) that confines these neurons to preferentially fire together within a certain community and consequently to create new links within that community. This process implements a type of local topological learning that they have termed epitopological learning, which stems as a general complex network topological interpretation of Hebbian learning, whose definition was only given for neuronal networks. Hence, epitopological learning and the associated local-community-paradigm (LCP) have been proposed as local rules of topological learning and organization, which are generally valid for modelling linkgrowth and for topological link prediction in any complex network with LCP architecture. To determine whether a network has a LCP architecture, a procedure was proposed based on an indicator called LCP-correlation. The procedure suggests that for a link in a given network topology, the number of the common neighbors of the two end nodes of the link is positively correlated with the number of links among those common neighbors. This is termed a local-community-paradigm correlation (LCP-corr), and is calculated as follows:
LCP-corr = ( , ) . , ℎ > 0 (9) where cov indicates the covariance operator and σ the standard deviation. This formula is a Pearson correlation between the CN and LCL variables. CN indicates a one-dimensional array. Its length is equal to the number of links in the network that have at least one common neighbor, and it reports the number of common neighbors for each of these links. LCL indicates a one-dimensional array of the same size as CN, and it reports the number of local community links between the common neighbors. Mathematically, the value of LCP-corr would be in the interval [-1,1]. However, extensive tests on many artificial and real-world complex networks demonstrate that an inverse correlation between CN and LCL is unlikely, therefore the interval is in general between [0,1]. In particular, it was revealed that LCP networks are the ones with high LCP-corr ( > 0.7) and are very frequent to occur: they are related to dynamic and heterogeneous systems that are characterised by weak interactions (relatively expensive or relatively strong) that in turn facilitate network evolution and remodeling. These are typical features of social and biological systems, where the LCP architecture facilitates not only the rapid delivery of information across the various network modules, but also the local processing. In contrast, non-LCP networks (with low LCP-corr, i.e. < 0.4) are less frequent to occur and characterize steady and homogeneous systems that are assembled through strong (often quite expensive) interactions. An emblematic example of non-LCP networks is offered by the road networks 32 , for which the costs of creating additional roads are very high, and in which a community of strongly connected and crowded links resembles an impractical labyrinth.
Modularity and community structure
To discover port groups within the GLSN, we expect to determine sets of ports that are strongly connected with each other while less connected to the rest of the network. Under the method of modularity maximization, each partition of a network into several disjoint modules is given a score Q, called the modularity. It is defined as 20 :
where , equals 1 if a link exists between node i and node j, and 0 otherwise; L is the total number of network links, and are the degrees of i and j respectively; ( , ) equals 1 if i and j belong to a same group, and 0 otherwise. The modularity measures the difference between the number of links between node groups in the actual network and the expected number of links between these same groups in an equivalent random network that preserves the same link density as the actual network. Therefore, = 0 corresponds to a random network where two nodes are linked with probability that is proportional to their respective degrees. This formulation recasts the problem of identifying modules as a problem of finding the so-called optimal partition, i.e., the partition that maximizes the modularity function Q. Generally, a modularity value of larger than 0.3 is indicative of true community structure in a network 43, 63 .
In the present work the modularity is implemented by adopting an algorithm of fast unfolding communities in large networks 40 . This algorithm might miss some small structures, but at large scale can be trusted 41 .
Defining various hub ports in the GLSN
For modular network structure nodes with similar roles in individual modules are expected to present similar connectivity patterns 43 . Based on ports' connectivity patterns, we define ports as: provincial hubs, gateway hubs, connector hubs and non-hubs. First of all, port modules may be structurally organized in different ways: they could be centralized that in each module there exist a few ports widely connected with others, and they could also be decentralized with all ports being equally connected. The inside-module degree of a port i ( ) measures how "well-connected" port i is with others in the module, indicating the extent of the provincial-ness of port i in its modular community. The higher inside-module degree, the more significant status of being a provincial hub.
It is defined as follows 43 :
where is the number of connections of port i to other ports in its own module T (i.e. intramodule connections), and are respectively the average number and the standard deviation, of intra-module connections over all the ports in module T. Here, ports with insidemodule degrees larger than 1.5 standard deviations above the community mean are regarded as provincial hubs. Secondly, as ports with similar inside-module connectivity could be different in connecting with the outside world, we introduce the indicator of outside-module degree, for the first time in the present study. The outside-module degree of port i ( ) measures how "well-connected" of port i is with ports outside its own community, reflecting the extent of gateway-ness of port i in realizing the interaction between its host community and the outside world. It is defined as:
where is the number of connections of port i to other ports out of its own module T (i.e. outmodule connections), and are respectively the average number and the standard deviation, of out-module connections over all the ports in module T. We consider ports with outside-module degrees larger than 1.5 standard deviations above the community mean gateway hubs. This indicator is particularly useful in uncovering those ports that are of great importance in facilitating the integration of their own regions into the whole network structure, whose roles would otherwise be underestimated if merely evaluated by their degrees which are not large enough to be global hubs. In addition, ports with similar outside-module connectivity may differ in the distribution of outside-module connections over different communities, if some specialize in one or two communities while the other ports are evenly connected with many communities. The participation coefficient of port i ( ) measures how "equally distributed" the connections of port i are over different modules in the GLSN, implying the level of seaside market diversification. The more equally a port's connections distribute over the more modules, the more significant role of connector hub of the port in the structure of the GLSN. It is mathematically defined as 43 :
where is the total connections (degree) of port i, is the number of connections of port i to ports in module S, and is the number of modules in the GLSN. Thus, the participation coefficient of a port is close to 1 if its connections are evenly distributed over different modules and 0 if all its connections are inside its own module. In the present study, ports with participation coefficients higher than 0.7 are considered connector hubs. Note that, by definition, "connector hubs" here are just different from the so-called "transshipment hubs" that are frequently discussed in literature of maritime transportation research. Specifically, "connector hubs" refer to ports whose connections are much equally distributed among different modular communities in the GLSN, emphasizing a high-level of equal participation in different parts of the overall network structure. Transshipment hubs are ports that facilitate cargo transportation between different shipping routes, regardless of whether the transported cargos concentrate on a few specific destination regions or distribute evenly among many destination regions.
